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ne of the most versatile musicians of his generation, Richard Rodney Bennett
has been in the forefront of British composers for nearly half a century. His

original compositions include numerous orchestral works, chamber, choral and
piano works, ballets, songs, madrigals, jazz pieces and many award-winning film
scores and music for television, from Far From the Madding Crowd, Billion Dollar
Brain and Murder on the Orient Express to Four Weddings and a Funeral, Doctor
Who and Titus Groan. He has appeared as a soloist in piano concertos, classical
recitals, and as accompanist to well-known jazz and cabaret artists in numbers by
Gershwin, Jerome Kern, Irving Berlin and many other popular composers.

Bennett was born on 29 March 1936 into a musical family in Broadstairs, on
the Kent coast, and began composing as a child. His mother, who had been a
student of Gustav Holst at St Paul’s Girls’ School, began teaching him piano from
the age of five. In 1953 a scholarship took him to the Royal Academy of Music in
London, where he studied with Lennox Berkeley and Howard Ferguson. He has
been described as ‘the most spectacular rising star on the British musical scene in
the Fifties’. By the end of his first year he had written his first three string quartets,
which were enthusiastically reviewed by London critics for their natural and
convincingly expressive use of the 12-note method. And Bennett was still a RAM
student when he met the film conductor John Hollingsworth, who gave him his first
opportunities to write film soundtracks, starting with small-scale scores for
industrial documentaries. (One of his first successful orchestral works,Aubade, was
written in Hollingsworth’s memory.) 

At the same time he was studying informally with the pioneering British serial
composer Elisabeth Lutyens, who aroused an interest in more avant-garde
techniques and idioms which led him to visit the Darmstadt summer schools. In
1958 a French government grant led Bennett to Paris, where he underwent two
years’ intensive tuition from Pierre Boulez and Olivier Messiaen. They represented
a radically different aesthetic from his R.A.M. teachers, and he continued his
absorption, begun with Lutyens, of the then-exciting tenets of post-Webernian
serialism. At the same time however he was establishing himself as a successful jazz
pianist. He also formed a 2-piano duo with his RAM classmate and friend Susan
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Bennett’s CCaapprriicccciioo for piano duet, composed for the composer and his friend
Susan Bradshaw to perform, is closely contemporary with the Piano Concerto but,
despite its title, is a tautly-argued and rather challenging work which shows
Bennett’s mastery of serial technique at its most cogent. Rapid figurations, often in
contrary motion, are contrasted against hammered, almost Stravinskian repeated-
chord figures, creating an exhilarating but absolutely serious virtuoso vehicle for
the two players.  

The series of four chamber works that Bennett wrote in 1972-73 and entitled
Commedia I-IV are among his most characteristic and effective creations.
Schematic in ground-plan but dramatic in approach, and originally based (in
Commedia I) on the idea of interacting characters from the Commedia dell’arte,
the form of each of them is like a mosaic, consisting of a number of short
interrelated sections. The instruments, so to speak, fulfil the roles of actors in a play,
coming together as an ensemble in ‘scenes’ but also being grouped in smaller units
and configurations. 

CCoommmmeeddiiaa IIVV (1973), for a brass quintet (two trumpets, horn, trombone and
tuba) was commissioned by the Malcolm Sargent Cancer Fund for the Philip Jones
Brass Ensemble, who gave the first performance at the Queen Elizabeth Hall on 27
April 1974. In this highly effective work – it has been described as one of the best
works ever written for brass quintet – six ‘ensemble’ passages for the full quintet
frame five groups of solos, duets and trios. The form of the entire piece is
symmetrically constructed around a central solo for the horn. Considerable
virtuosity is required from every player as the music encompasses the full range of
each instrument and a wide variety of playing techniques. Starting and finishing in
bouncy, lively fashion, Commedia IV traverses a wide range of expression. The
mosaic-like construction may remind us of a great ancestor – Stravinsky’s
Symphonies of Wind Instruments – and like the Stravinsky Bennett’s comedy
eventually stumbles on sonorous chorales for the full ensemble. But whereas in
Stravinsky these occur at the end, Bennett’s chorales are located near his work’s
centre, and from their comparative gravity and quality of reflection the music
gradually recovers its élan and wit, capering at last to a decisive and emphatic
conclusion. CALUM MACDONALD

Bradshaw, and they performed widely together for over 20 years. Other regular
performing partners have been the soprano Jane Manning and the horn-player
Barry Tuckwell. 

On his return to London, Bennett’s unusual mixture of modernist rigour,
lyrical warmth and first-rate craftsmanship soon garnered him significant
commissions and laid the ground for international success. He received the Arnold
Bax Society Prize in 1964 and the Ralph Vaughan Williams Award for Composer of
the Year in 1965. Both by generation and by his partiality for 12-note serial
techniques Bennett tended to be grouped with the so-called ‘Manchester School’ of
Peter Maxwell Davies, Harrison Birtwistle, Alexander Goehr, Nicholas Maw and
others who came to prominence as Britain’s first significant post-war musical
avant-garde in the late 1950s and early 1960s. But Bennett’s interests and theirs at
most occasionally coincided: he was set upon a different creative path, as his highly
successful jazz ballet of 1963, Jazz Calendar, showed: the first of a string of jazz-
oriented works which take in music written for specific performers such as Cleo
Laine and stretch at least as far as the Concerto for Stan Getz of 1990. But his most
significant major works of the 1960s and 1970s included three operas: The Mines of
Sulphur and A Penny for a Song for Sadler’s Wells, and Victory for the Royal Opera
House, Covent Garden. (There was also a highly successful children’s opera, All the
King’s Men.) These were followed by the full-length ballet Isadora, premiered by
the Royal Ballet in 1981. 

By this time Bennett had become increasingly acclimatized to life in the USA.
He was composer-in-residence at the Peabody Institute, Baltimore in 1969-71 and
regularly appeared as a soloist at jazz clubs in New York and elsewhere. In 1979
Bennett moved to New York, which remains his home. He has toured the USA as
an accompanist (for example with the singer Marian Montgomery) and appeared
there many times in his own works. But he has kept his British citizenship and is a
frequent visitor to his native country. He was awarded the CBE in 1977, and was
knighted in 1998.

One of his most successful and enduring large-scale works, Bennett’s PPiiaannoo
CCoonncceerrttoo was composed in 1967-68. (It was then referred to, and has often been
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described since, as ‘Piano Concerto No.1’, but there has been no successor.) The
first performances were given by Stephen Bishop (now known as Stephen
Kovacevich) with the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra, and the work was
widely performed afterwards. For this work, Bennett adopted a four-movement
design somewhat resembling that of the Brahms Second Piano Concerto, though
on a less ample scale. But there resemblances end: from the free-floating first
movement to the decisively energetic finale, the four movements find their own
self-generated designs rather than following classical models, except that the
second movement bears a vestigial relationship to scherzo-and-trio form. The work
has considerable surface appeal – its beautifully-etched and –judged scoring is one
of its delights – but repeated acquaintance brings home the fact that it is a work of
great expressive brilliance and emotional contrast.   

In the Moderato first movement the almost Tippett-like filigree of the skilful
and finely-spun piano part contrasts with the largely muted strings and a variety of
other instrumental lines. This meditative, almost dream-like music gives way to
impassioned chordal writing and lyrically expressive woodwind solos. These are the
contrasted elements in a movement that basically consists of three blocks of
textures, all very transparently orchestrated, moving against each other. After
working up to a climax it fades out in a shimmering epilogue featuring solo strings.

The aggressive, toccata-like second movement, marked Presto, is highly
effective in its streams of rapid figuration. It pauses for a few seconds at a still
centre – the merest nod in the direction of the traditional trio-section – before the
toccata-style writing sets in again with renewed vigour. It is followed by a Lento
slow movement that begins with a dragging rhythm over which unfolds a long-
spanned, deeply expressive string melody. This is answered by and then combined
with the piano. The music works to a climax, after which a short bravura cadenza
plunges down to where baleful low timpani reintroduce the dragging rhythm of the
opening; the string writing resumes in more impassioned vein with fuller
orchestration, after which the movement dissolves in a tranced, lyrical epilogue
with bell-like piano writing.

The finale, Vivo, makes a highly rhythmic and percussive conclusion to this
notable contemporary concerto, the scoring featuring increasingly brazen timbres

and generating an increasingly ebullient mood. The piano’s final descent to the
orchestra’s last, decisive, repeated chords is in defiantly un-serial, traditionally
virtuosic octaves. 

Bennett’s confident piano writing in the Concerto had already been brilliantly
displayed in his FFiivvee SSttuuddiieess for solo piano, sometimes called Five Études, which
was among his first works to be widely played. The five movements were composed
between 1962 and 1964, and the set is jointly dedicated to two pianists, Paul Jacobs
and Yonty Solomon. It was Solomon who gave the first complete performance at
the Wigmore Hall, London in October 1964, but the Studies were taken up by
several other pianists, notably Shura Cherkassky, who introduced them at the 1968
Salzburg Festival and went on to record them.

In these Studies Bennett set out to write pieces which, while they constituted
exercises in modern piano technique, were not to be ‘mere exercises’ but rather,
like the Etudes of Bartók and Debussy which were to some extent his models,
would be of real artistic worth. They are, nonetheless, extremely taxing works which
span a wide gamut of technique and expression, setting the pianist a series of
challenges to be overcome not merely by digital skill but by sophisticated
musicianship. The odd-numbered Studies, nos. 1, 3 and 5, explore various forms of
rhythmic flexibility, while the even-numbered ones, nos. 2 and 4, are studies
respectively for the right hand alone and the left hand alone.

Study No.1 (Flessibile) is a florid and thoughtful piece in fluctuating metre.
No.2, for the right hand, takes place mainly in the upper reaches of the keyboard,
starting as a wittily capricious perpetuum mobile and becoming more
emphatically rhythmic as it proceeds. It rhythmic liveliness carries over into the
angular Study No.3, Agitato. The fourth Study, for the left hand, is concentrated
mainly in the piano’s low registers: its recitative-like character involves more
metrical freedom and a certain amount of dramatic oration: it is, so to speak, a
monologue for the left hand. The slowish fifth and final study, Appassionato, takes
up some of the issues of Study No.1 (the set is full of reflections and symmetries on
various levels) and provides a satisfying summing-up of both technical and
expressive issues.  
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